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JUMP RING SCRIBE 
 
Your job is to record the Jump Ring Judge’s marks on the score sheet. You will sit next 

to the judge in the judging stand by the show jumping area  

• When you get to your station, organize your work area and check that you have all 

of the materials: pens, pencils, order-of-go, course maps and score sheets. Secure 

all loose items, and put your cell phone on mute or vibrate. 

• Review the course map for the level that is about to start. Verify the level on the 

score sheet and fill in the jump numbers for that level if that is not done.  

• Ask the judge how she wants you to scribe…some judges want a dash, a “0” or an 

empty slot for a clear jump.  

• As the competitor enters the show jumping area check the bridle number and 

record it on the score sheet. Mark off this rider on the order-of-go, and write the 

competitor’s number on the score sheet. We allow riders to go out of order to keep 

the jump ring moving---so be sure to check the rider’s number.  The Ring Steward 

should let you and the announcer know what rider is entering the ring via the radio.  

If you miss that the announcer should be announcing it. 

• If there is only one timer you may have to serve as back-up timer.  Discuss this 

with the judge and timer for how to proceed. 

• Write down the judge’s marks clearly and accurately for each competitor. They 

will tell you the penalty for that jump...a “4”, an “8”, an elimination (E).  You will 

usually write down the reason for elimination---fall of rider, jumping wrong fence, 

jumping in the wrong direction, etc.  

• After the competitor finishes the course, the timers will call in the elapsed time. 

Write down the elapsed time on the score sheet. 

• You do not have to add up the total penalties as the scorers will do that in the 

office---just make sure all the jump penalties are clearly marked at each jump and 

the time taken is filled in. 

• After a level is completed, hand the score sheet to the judge for review and 

signature. 

• Hand the completed score sheet to the score runner. 
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This is a sample score sheet… 

Make sure that the Division is correct. 

Fill in the number for the jumps if this is not done. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The scorers will calculate the total penalty points based on the faults at each 

fence and the time taken…the handy-dandy computer figures that all out. 

 

 

 

 

Make sure that the 

TOTAL FAULTS ON 

FENCES is filled in. 

Make sure that the TIME 

TAKEN is filled in. 

Make sure that the 

penalties for each fence 

is clearly marked. 

 

Have the judge review 

and sign the score sheet 

before giving it to the 

runner. 


